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Karst aquifers contain significantwater reservesin many parts of the world, but developmentand
management of these reserves is difficult because of the complexity of the aquifers. This paper
presentsa method of characterizingkarst aquifers based on the use of single, linear kernel functions,
The kernels are identified with a deconvolutiontechniqueproposedby Neuman and de Marsily (1976)
by using estimated groundwater recharge during isolated storms as the system input and the rapid
storm responseof spring flow as the system output. Derived kernels for large springsfrom data for
different storms are similar in shape and time to peak. Average kernels derived from spring flow
responsesfor multiple storms differ in shape for different springs but suggest a regularity in the
response of individual springs to precipitation. The derived kernel functions presently cannot be
validated becauseof the use of a scalingfactor in the moisture balance for the springs. They can be
used, however, to predict the storm responseof a spring if the total volume of the rapid spring flow
responseis known.

INTRODUCTION

Karst aquifers are important sources of groundwater in
many parts of the world. However, becausethe aquifers are
generally complex, managementof karst groundwater reserves and evaluation of potential contaminant transport is
difficult. Commonly, extensive field work and tracer or
water quality studies are required to determine pertinent
information, such as recharge areas of springs, rate of
groundwater movement, and the moisture balance of an
aquifer [Shuster and White, 1972;Hanshaw and Back, 1974;
Atkinson et al., 1973;Back et al., 1979]. Although numerical
models for flow through porous media have produced useful
results in addressing regional water supply problems in
finely fractured carbonate aquifers, such models are not
useful in well-developed karst •rrains becauseof the complexity of the aquifer systems[Konikow, 1976;Klemt, 1975].
The hydrologic complexity ofa karst aquifer is causedby
highly variable recharge conditions and by heterogeneous
subsurface flow conditions. Water enters a karst aquifer by
infiltration through soils, through pores and fractures in
exposed rock, and through solution-enlargedfractures and
collapsezones. Once in the aquifer, water travels throughan
interconnected network of pores, fractures, and solution
conduits. In many karst aquifers, part of this groundwater
flow feeds into large springs.The dischargehydrographsof
these springsrespondrapidly to intense, isolated stormsin a
manner similar to the responseof surface runoff to intense
storms. In the case of large karst Springs,the rapid response
is a combined responseof flow throughfractures, pores, and
conduits.

This paper presents a method of characterizing karst
aquifers with linear kernel functions. The kernel functions
are identified by usingthe rapid responseof springdischarge
to isolated storms as the system output and calculated
groundwater recharge during the stormsas the systeminput.
A linear system identification technique proposed by Neuman and de Marsily [ 1976]for identificationof instantaneous

unit hydrographs is used to identify the kernel functions.
Justification for the use of a linear systemsmodel for what
is recognized to be a nonlinear system is twofold. First,
detailed deterministic models of karst groundwater flow

currently are not feasible.If, for example,a karst aquiferis
envisioned as a matrix of interconnectedpores, fractures,
and conduits, a physically detailed model of the aquifer
would require an understanding of the interaction of the
different types of flow as well as extensive and possibly
unobtainable data, such as fracture and conduit geometries,

locationsand amountsof discreterechargeand discharge,
and values of hydraulic conductivity and storativity for the
porous media. Second, as noted above, the dischargehydrographs of large springsrespond to precipitation in a manner
similar to that of surface runoff hydrographs. Although
surface runoff is known to be controlled by nonlinear pro-

cesses,linear kernelfunctionsare usefulon a practicallevel.
Similarly, kernel functions may be useful in providing information about karst aquifers, even though the kernel functions lump the effects of several complex processes.
SYSTEM CONCEPTUALIZATION

Ifa system, in this case a karst aquifer, is assumedto act
as a single, linear, time-invariant filter, the relationship
between a continuousinput seriesand a resultingcontinuous
output series may be described by the convolution integral

Y(/)=
f-•o•
h(t-r)
x(r)dr

(1)

where y(t) is the output or spring discharge,x(r) is the input
or groundwater recharge, h(t - r) is the kernel function, t
representstime, and r is the variable of integration. For two
isolated, discrete, finite series that are causally related, the
convolution relationship can be written as
i

Yi= At • xjhi_
j

i = O,1, 2, ßßß, N

(2)

j=0

for N + 1 sampling intervals of equal length At, where Yi
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representsthe meanvalueof the outputduringintervali, x•
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represents the mean value of the input during interval j, and

hi-• representsthe meanvalueof the kernelfunctionduring
interval i - j. If xj and hi-j are known, yi can be found
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directlyby convolution.
If xj andYi are known,hi-j canbe

great as 65 km at averagerates of up to 342 km/h (Figure 2).

identified by deconvolution.
When a finite, discretesystemis not exactly linear or time
invariant or when the input and/or output series contain
errors, the convolutionrelationshipin (2) becomes

The paths go under surfacechannelsand drainagedivides,

i

Yi-- At •

(xjhi-j)+ Ei

i=0,

1,2,...,N

(3)

j=0

where ei are residual errors. In this case, identification of

hi-j is an optimizationproblem.For example,a kernelmight

be identifiedby solvingfor the valuesof hi-j, whichminimizethe sumof the absoluteerrorsZl•/I.
Identification

of discrete kernel functions from measured

hydrologic data is difficult because of the sensitivity of
deconvolution to inaccuracies in the data or to nonlinearities

in the system. As noted by Eagleson [1966], Blank et al.
[1971], and others,smalldata errorscan causelargeoscillationsin identifiedkernelfunctions.In hydrologicstudiesthis
instability has been treated by smoothingor filteringeither
the data or the kernel functions[Emsellemand de Marsily,
1969; Neuman and de Marsily, 1976].
Several previous studies have identified kernel functions
from precipitationand karst springflow data. Knisel [1972]
used severaldeconvolutiontechniquesin comparingkernel
functionsidentifiedfor single,isolatedstorms.Althoughthe
identifiedkernelswere oscillatoryandphysicallyunrealistic,
Knisel's study demonstratedthe feasibility of identifying
kernel functionsfrom karst springflow data. Poitrinal and
de Marsily [1973]and Poitrinal [1974]derivedstable,physically reasonable, kernel functions for adjusted long-term
precipitationand springdischargerecordsby usinga deconvolution techniquedescribedin their paper. The resulting
kernels, identified from 3 years of data sampledat 5-day
intervals,havememofidsof 2 to 3 monthsandreproducethe
general trend of spring discharge records. Because of the
length of the samplinginterval, these kernels did not describe rapid, short-term, spring flow responses,such as
those addressedin this paper.
FIELD

SITE DESCRIPTION

Springdischargerecordsfor four gagedspringsin southeastern Missouri were used in the kernel function identifica-

and they overlap other tracer paths to different springs.
The four gagedspringshave individual averagedaily flow

ratesof 1.1to 12m3/sandtogethersupplyabout25%of the
total surface runoff that leaves the study area. Figure 3 is an
example of the responseof the dischargeof Big Spring and
the Current River to an isolatedstorm. For this exampleand,
in general, for other storm responses,peak dischargeof the
springs and the fiver occur within a 1-day time interval.
Spring flow responses recede more gradually than fiver
dischargeresponses,however.
It is difficult to describeaccuratelypatternsof groundwater circulation or to definethe rechargeareasof the springs.
The study area is underlain by nearly horizontal, cherty,
massively bedded dolomites of the Gasconade, Eminence,
and Potosi formations. These formations appear to act as a
single, semiconfined aquifer. The aquifer system is recharged rapidly through sinkholesand disappearingstreams
in the uplandsand throughcollapsezonesand swallowholes
along fiver and stream channels. After a storm, rapid
groundwater rechargeand drainageoccur primarily in interconnected solution conduits. Slow drainage, which establishes the base flow of the springs,is probably due to the
gradual draining of a large volume of storage in smaller
fractures and conduitsand in pores.
METHOD

OF KERNEL FUNCTION

IDENTIFICATION

The identificationof kernel functionsfor karst springsis ill
posed and difficult. Two major problems are encounteredin
the derivation of kernel functionsfor karst springsfrom field
data. The first is the basic instability of the deconvolution
process. If a smooth, physically meaningful kernel function
is desired, deconvolution involves the identification of a
plausible kernel that accurately reproducesthe systemresponse. Both the smoothness and shape of the kernel
function and the accuracy of system response prediction
must be considered

in the kernel function

derivation.

A second difficulty arises from the large number of assumptionsthat must be made about the hydrologyof a karst
springsystemin order to estimatethe input and outputseries
for the deconvolution.For example,to calculatethe precipitation that contributes to a particular storm response,the

tions. The Missouriarea was chosenas a studysitebecause rechargearea of each springmust be known. Similarly, soil
of the availabilityof hydrologicdata and the smallamountof moisture conditions must be assumed in order to estimate
human interference. The area covers about 7380 km2 of

Mark Twain National Forest, is densely vegetated,and is
not disturbedby urbanizationor large groundwaterpumpage. Continuousor consistentlysampleddischargerecords
are available for the largest springs in the region, and
previous water chemistry and tracing studies give some
information about the rechargeareas of these springs.As
shownin Figure 1, there are 11 precipitationstations,eight
fiver dischargegagingstations,and four springflow gaging
stationsin the area.Two of the springs,Big SpringandGreer
Spring, are monitoredby the U.S. GeologicalSurveywith
continuousstagerecorders.Two other springs,Alley Spring
and Round Spring, are measureddaily with nonrecording

the amount of precipitation lost to soil moisture recharge.
The accuracy with which these basic hydrologic assumptions can be made determines,to a large extent, the usefulness of the kernel functions.

Parametric Programing Deconvolution Technique

The deconvolution method used in this study has been
describedin detail by Neuman and de Marsi!y [1976]. The
techniqueuseslinear programingto identify discretekernel
functions that optimally reproduce system responses.
Smoothnessof the derived kernels is controlledparametrically by using a smoothnesscriterion defined as the sum of
the third differences of the discrete kernel function. Thus a

sequence of kernel functions is defined, representing a
Rates and pathwaysof tracer movementprovideconvinc- tradeoff between smoothnessand predictive accuracy.
ing evidence of the complexityof groundwatermovement.
A kernel function is identifiedby minimizinga functional
The results of a tracing study by Aley [1975] demonstrate Jc, defined as the sumof the slack variables unand vn,where
that groundwatertravels to large springsover distancesas either u, or v, is always zero:
gages.
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minJc = •

(Un+ Vn)
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system is MAt, and C is the maximum area under the kernel
(4)

n=l

under the constraints

function. To facilitate comparisonof the derivedkernels,C
was assigneda value of unity. The identifiedkernels are,
therefore,analogousto instantaneous
unit hydrographs.
The functional Jc is an error criterion that can be used to

At

hn+l-jXj- Ynq- Un- On= 0

(5)

j=n+l-M

where Un • 0, On • 0, and n = 1, 2, ß ß ß , N

definethe predictiveaccuracyof the deconvolution.Predictive accuracy,in this case,refersto the ability of a kernel
functionto reproducethe springflowresponsefrom whichit
was derived. The value of Jc is the sum of the absolute

differencesbetweenthe observedoutput and the output

M

• h•,-<C

(6)

k=l

where Y0 = x0 = h0 = O,the maximummemorylengthof the

predictedby convolutionof the input serieswith the derived
kernel.

The smoothness
of the kernelfunctionis describedby the
sum of its third differenceswith respectto time and repre-
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Paths of tracer movement (adaptedfrom A!ey [1975]).

sentedby the functionalJ•,, where

J•, < 0

M-2

Jp = Z

(rm+ Sm)

(7)

m=l

hm-I - 3hm + 3hm+l-

h.,,+2 + rm-

Sm= 0

(8)

(9)

where 0 is varied betweengiven limits. Specificationof the
value of 0 in (9) setsan upper limit on the rate of changeof
curvature

and

0> 0

of the derived kernel and hence its smoothness.

The linear programingproblem definedby (4) through(9)
is repetitively solved for sequential values of 0 over a

specifiedrange.The resultingpairsof valuesof JcandJ•,for

each value of 0 form a bicriterion curve where each point on
where rm -->0, Sm -->0, and rn = 1, 2 .....
M - 2. The
variables rm and Sm are used to keep the smoothness the curve correspondsto a kernel function solution(Figure
criterion positive and either rm or Smis always zero.
4). Becausethe smoothness
criterionJ•,is definedby therate
In the parametricprograming
formulationthefunctionalJ•, of change of the curvature of the kernel, the form of the
bicriterion curve varies with the shapeof the derived kernel
is constrainedby using a parameter 0:
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Responseof the dischargeof the Current River and Big
Spring to August 1970 storm.

The distinctivenessof the break in slope of the bicriterion
curve and the way in which the kernel function shapes
change along the curve differ for each storm and spring.
Hence

the decision of where the best solution lies must be

made independently for each bicriterion curve. When the
bicriterion curve is steep, with only a gentle break in slope,
as well as with high-frequencyoscillationscaused by data

noise.As Jpincreases
alongthebicriterioncurve,thekernel
functions become less smooth and the peaks of the kernel
functionsbecome sharper(Figures4 and 5). Typically, highfrequency oscillationsbegin to develop in the solutionsnear
the break in the slope of the bicriterion curve. As observed
by others for surface runoff kernels, these high-frequency
oscillationsoccur at the Nyquist frequencywith a period of
2At where At is the length of the samplinginterval [Blank et
al., 1971].

suchas the curvein Figure6, increasingvaluesof J•,yield
smooth kernel functions with increasingpeaks. Eventually,

as J•,is increasedfurther,high-frequency
oscillations
develop in the solution, as shownin Figure 7. When the bicriterion
curves have a sharper break in slope, such as the curve in
Figure 4, the kernel solutionshave a more complex shape
and may have more than one peak. High-frequencyoscilla-

tions also developin these solutionsas J•, increases.The
complex shapesof the functionsusually reflect either multiple events in the precipitation records or anomalousdischarge measurements.
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of groundwater flow. Since the location and size of the

rechargearea affect the estimatedaverageprecipitation,the
shape of the derived kernel and its predictive accuracyare
sensitiveto the accuracyof the rechargearea location.
The sensitivity of derived kernels to the assumedspring
recharge area varies greatly for individual storms and dependson the areal distributionof precipitation.Figures8 and
9 illustrate an exampleof this sensitivity.The February 1965
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Alternate kernel functionsfor the responseof Big Springto
February 1965 storm.

to generate spatially averagedprecipitation: the total study
area, area 1; the most plausible springrechargearea, area 2;
and a third area, area 3, which might be proposedif tracer
data were not available. The use of area 2 produceda kernel
function with the lowest predictive error and the most
physicallyrealistic shape.The kernel functionfor area 1 had
less curvature and a higher percent error than the area 2
kernel function. This percent error is the value of Jc expressed as a percentage of the total volume of observed
outflow. The derived kernel for area 3 also had a higher
percent error than the area 2 kernel and had a time to peak
that was shifted in relation to the times to peak of the other
kernels.

The selectionof particular solutionsfrom the bicriterion
curve is a subjectivechoice. In this study a kernel function
solutionusuallywas chosenat a pointjust to the right of the
region of maximum curvature on the bicriterion curve. For
example, in Figures 4 and 6, the kernel functions correspondingto point B on each curve would be used. At Point
B, the kernels have been smoothed enough to remove most
of the short-periodoscillations, and the value of the error
functional Jc is still relatively low.
Kernel functionswere derived for the responseof the four

gagedspringsby usingdata from 12 storms.In abouthalf of
the kernel derivations, no smoothingwas required to define
plausible kernel functions. For these solutions the kernel
functions with the minimum optimal Jc were used. For the
remaining cases, smooth kernels were chosen, using the
bicriterion

curve.

Estimation of Rapid Groundwater Recharge and Direct
Storm Response

In order to estimate the input and output series for the
kernel identification,rapid groundwaterrechargemust be
definedfrom measuredprecipitationrecords,and the direct
storm response of a spring must be defined from the total
measured spring flow storm response. Estimation of the
rapid groundwaterrechargerequirescomputationof a spatially averagedprecipitationrecord, subtractionof evapotranspiration and soil moisture losses from the average
precipitation to define an excessprecipitation, and adjustment of the excessprecipitation seriesso that the volume of
groundwaterrechargeis equal to the volume of direct storm
response.To computethe direct storm responseof a spring,
the base flow or slow drainage portion of the spring discharge is separatedfrom the total storm responseof the
spring.

Spatially averagedprecipitation. An averageprecipitation was estimatedfor each storm by usingThiessenpolygons over an assumedrecharge area for each spring. The
springrechargeareaswere definedfrom tracinginformation,
topography, the size of the springs,and the generaldirection

The shift in the peak of the area 3 kernel is clearly related
to the location of the alternate recharge areas and the
precipitation pattern of the February 1965 storm. However,
a loss of predictive accuracy or a shift in kernel function
shape was not observed for all storms [Dreiss, 1979]. If
precipitationwas evenly distributedover a large areafor the
duration of the storm, derived kernels for different assumed
recharge areas were indistinguishable.
Excess precipitation. The daily excess precipitation

available for surface runoff and groundwaterrechargewas
calculated by subtractingfrom the averageprecipitationthe
moisture losses caused by evapotranspiration and the
changesin soil moisture storagecalculated by the moisture
balance method of Thornthwaite and Mather [1957]. With
this method, precipitation not lost to evapotranspirationis
assumed to enter the soil instantaneously until the soil
moisture storage is filled. The rate at which moisture is
withdrawn from the soil by evapotranspirationis taken from
soil moistureretention tablesby assuminga particularinitial
soil moisture condition at the beginningof the storm and a
value of moisture-holdingcapacity for the soils. The excess
precipitation available for surface runoff and groundwater
recharge is the moisture that is left after evapotranspiration
and after the soil-moisture-holdingcapacity is reached.
For this study, initial soil moisture conditions for daily
moisture balance calculations were taken from a monthly
moisture balance for each year. The soil-moisture-holding
capacity was estimated from Missouri soil survey data and
from values suggestedby Thornthwaite and Mather [1957].
Both the assumed soil-moisture-holdingcapacity and the
initial soil moistureconditionsaffect the amountand temporal distribution of the calculated excess precipitation and,
thus, the shape and predictive accuracy of the derived
kernels. The major factor that determines the degree to
which a storm responseis sensitive to initial soil moisture
conditions is the length of time between the first day of the
moisture balance calculation and the first day of the storm
response. Since the effect of variations in the initial conditions are damped by precipitation and evapotranspiration
that occur during the period between the specificationof the
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initial conditionsandthe storminitiation,the exactlengthof
time required for kernels to becomeinsensitiveto the initial
moisture conditionsdependson the pattern and amountof
evapotranspirationand precipitationbefore each storm. For
the storms considered here, variations in the initial soil
moisture condition did not affect the kernel derivation if the

initial conditionswere specifiedat least a month before the
storm.

To demonstratethe sensitivityof derived kernelsto varia-

tionsin the valuesof soil-moisture-holding
capacity,kernels
were derived for Big Springfor three stormsfor a rangeof
values of moisture-holdingcapacity. For each moisture-

holdingcapacity a new monthly moisturebalancewas computed in order to estimatethe proper initial moisturecondi-

tions. The effects of changesin the moisture-holding
capacity can be seen in the shape and variability of the
kernel functions,in the shapeof the bicriterioncurvesfor
the kernels, and in the predictiveaccuracyof the kernels.
Figures10and 11 showvariationsin the shapesof derived
kernel functions and bicriterion curves for different values of

moisture-holdingcapacity for one of the test storms. The
kernelfunctionshave not beensmoothedand, therefore,are
the solutionsfor the minimumvalueof the errorcriterionJc.
In the example in Figure 10 the kernel derived for a
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oscillatory,and J• is muchlargerthan for other holding
capacities.The slope of the lower part of the bicriterion
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curve is relatively fiat, indicatingthat the derived kernel can
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Fig. 9. Derived kernelfunctionsfor alternaterechargeareas,Big

be smoothedsignificantlywithout introducinglarge errors in
predictive accuracy. Smoothingof the kernels for a moisture-holding capacity of 10.1 cm (4 in.) does not alter its
predictive accuracy in relation to the accuracy of the unsmoothedkernels for the other moisture-holdingcapacities,
although smoothing of the kernels for any of the other
moisture-holdingcapacitieswill reorder their relative accuracy. As the holdingcapacityis increasedfurther, to 12.7or

Spring, February 1965 storm.

15.2cm (5 or 6 in.), the valueof J• decreases
asthe kernel

5
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TIME (DAYS)

15

functions changegreatly in shapeand no longer oscillate.
Figure 12 presents the minimum predictive error for the
moisture-holding
capacityof 5.1 cm (2 in.) is representative
derived
kernels as a function of the moisture-holdingcapaciof kernels for moisture-holdingcapacitiesbetween2.5 and
7.6 cm (1 and 3 in.), with only slightvariationsin the peak ty for three storms, includingthe July 1972 storm. For each
regions.If the moisture-holding
capacityis belowthisrange, of the storms the minimum predictive error is lowest for
in this case zero, the kernel rises to a higher peak, the moisture-holdingcapacitiesbetween 2.5 and 7.6 cm (1 and 3
recessionlimb of the kernelis elevated,andthe baselength in.). Also, in this range, the minimum predictive error does
is shorter.Abovethe 2.5- to 7.6-cm(1- to 3-in.)range,asthe not change rapidly with changes in the moisture-holding
holding capacity increasesto 10.1 cm (4 in.), the kernel capacity. If the moisture-holding capacity is out of this
becomesoscillatory.A further increaseto 12.7or 15.2cm (5 range, the minimum predictive error increasesrapidly.
Soil survey data and values suggestedby Thornthwaite
or 6 in.) causes the peaks of the kernels to decrease
significantlyand to shiftforward 1 day in time. The behavior and Mather [1957] indicate that the soil-moisture-holding
of the kernels for this particular storm is typical of the capacity of the Missouri soilsis probably in the range of 7.6
to 15.2 cm (3 to 6 in.). The moisture-holdingcapacity values
behavior of the kernels for the other two test storms.
The changesin the kernel functions are reflected in the yielding a small minimum predictive error fall at the lower
bicriterioncurvesfor the kernels.The shapeof the curves, limit of this range. For this reason, a moisture-holding
the minimumvaluesof the errorcriterionJc,andthe optimal capacity of 7.6 cm (3 in.) was used for the kernel identifica-

valuesof the smoothness
criterionJ•,change
withchanges
in
the moisture-holdingcapacity. As an example, Figure 11
shows the bicriterion

curves for the kernel functions in

Figure 10. The minimum value of Jc is smallest,i.e., the
predictiveaccuracyis greatest,for holdingcapacitiesof 2.5
to 7.6 cm (1 to 3 in.). If the holdingcapacityis decreasedto

tions. Dreiss [1979] demonstrated that this value is consistent with an overall moisture balance of the study area.
Direct storm response. For a single storm record, the
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derived kernel function should represent only the rapid
response of the aquifer and not gradual groundwatt'drainage or base flow to the spring from previous precipitation
events. In order to isolate the rapid spring response to a
particular storm the portion of the springflow from slow
drainage was subtractedform the total springflowby drawing a straightline from the point of rise on the hydrographto
a point on the recessionlimb. In practice the volume of base
flow estimated by this straight-lineseparationis not significantly different from other base flow separation methods.
Most of the storms selectedfor this study occur during times
of relatively low flow, when the base flow of the springs is
nearly constant and extension of the recessionor initial base
flow slope makes little difference in the computed direct
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The base flow separation requires the choice of an endpoint on the recessionlimb of the storm responsecurve. This
point determines the total responselength of the storm and
controls the base length of the kernel function. In order to
determine this point consistently, each of the springswas
assumed to have a constant maximum memory length (the
base length of the kernel function), which was estimated
from long-durationstormresponses.As long as this memory
length was large enough to reproduce the long-duration
storm responses, the choice of a particular memory length
did not significantlyaffect the shape or predictive ability of
the kernels.

A memory length of 16 days was used in most of the kernel
derivations. The end of a storm response,therefore, is the
point on the storm recession curve 16 days after the last
excessprecipitation. If an observedstorm responselength is
shorterthan 16 days,the last valuesof the outputseriesare
zeros, and the apparent memory length of the derived kernel
is shorter than 16 days.
Scaling factor. As defined above, the volume of excess
precipitation estimated with the moisture balance is much
greater than the volume of the storm response of a spring
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becausethe computedexcessprecipitationincludessurface
runoff, interflow, and deep groundwatercirculation, as well
as the water that recharges the springs. In order to derive
unit kernel functions that representa conservativesystem,
moisture other than rapid groundwater recharge must be
...........
,.,.,. the •,,p
.....
............
' ..... :--. o
'":description of individual processeswould necessitatea detailed understanding
of the overall basin and springhydrology, the excessprecipitation is simply scaled so that the volume of the input in the
deconvolution is equal to the volume of the output. This is
done by scaling each member of the input series by a
constant factor, the ratio of the response volume to the
excess precipitation volume. The scaling assumesthat the
groundwater recharge that produces the spring storm re-

sponseis a constantfractionof the excessprecipitation.The
scaling factor crudely lumps the complex interactions of
surface flow, interflow, and deep groundwater circulation,
and their effect on rapid groundwater recharge, into one
factor. Because the scaling factor forces the volume of
groundwater recharge to equal the volume of the storm
response of the springs, it also eliminates the effect on the
derived kernels of volume errors in other stepsof the input
and output calculations. Although any scaling method will
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Fig. 12. Changein minimum predictive e•or with moisture-holding capacity for Big Springresponsesto different storms.

Fig. 14. Kernel functions for the responseof Greer Spring to
different

storms.
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springs.The kernel functionsreproducethe storm responses
from which they were derived with an average sum of
absolute error of about 3%. Like surface flow unit hydrographs, the peak values of the kernel functions, the lag times
of the peaks, and the accuracy with which the functions
reproduce the system responsediffer between kernel functions.

The kernels for the two largest springs, Big Spring and
%MOOTHED

5

10

15

TIME (DAYS)

di•m

storms.

Greer Spring, peak consistentlyat t = 2 days. The kernels
for different storms are similar in shape, but Big Spring
kernels have slightly greater peaks and vary less than Greer
Spring kernels. The kernels for different storms for the
smaller springs,Round and Alley springs,are more variable
than those for the larger springs. The differences in the
kernel functions for different storms for these springs are
most apparent in the time to peak. Alley Spring kernel
functions peak at either t = 1 or t = 2 days. Round Spring
kernel functions peak at t = 2 or t = 3 days. This variability
in the time to peak doesnot appearto be related to the storm
magnitude or distribution, althoughit may result from inaccuracies

remove the volume errors in the input and output calculations, a constantscalingfactor maintainsthe relative distri-

in the moisture

balance

calculations

AVERAGE

KERNEL

FUNCTIONS

bution of the excessprecipitationand the relative magnitudes of the kernel function ordinates. Therefore, this
scalingmethodallowsan evaluationof the sensitivityof the
kernels to the hydrologicmechanismsthat control distribution of the excessprecipitation.
The magnitudesof the scalingfactors computedfor the
Missouri springsvary significantlyfor differentstorms.This
variability is not unexpectedsinceanythingthat affectsthe
volumeof estimatedexcessprecipitationor stormresponse
will alsoaffectthe magnitudeof the scalingfactor. However,
unlessthe magnitudeof the scalingfactor can be determined
a priori, the computedkernelscanbe usedonlyto reproduce

the storm responsesfrom which they were derived.They
cannot be used to predict previously unknown storm responses.

KERNEL FUNCTIONS

FOR DIFFERENT

STORMS AND

SPRINGS

Figures 13 to 16 show computedkernel functionsfor a
numberof differentstormsfor Big, Greer, Alley, and Round

STORM

0,20

Single, average kernel functions were identified for each
of the springs for multiple storms in order to extend the
comparison of the derived kernel functions. These kernels
were derived by identifying a single kernel from all of the
input and output series for each spring, according to the
relationship
i

Yi,l= At • (Xj,lhi-j)
+ Ei,l

(10)

j=0

fori=0,1,2,...,Nandl-0,1,2,..-,K,

whereK+lis

the total numberof inputand outputseries,Yi,lis the mean
valueof the outputduringintervali in the outputseriesl, xi,l
is the mean value of the input during interval i in the input
series,and Ei,l representsthe residualerror.
The derived average kernel functionsfor each spring are
shown in Figure 17. Identificationof these kernels did not
require smoothing. Unfortunately, because of the scaling
factor in the moisturebalance, the averagekernels cannotbe
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Fig. 16. Kernel functions for the response of Round Spring to
different storms.
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Fig. 17. Average kernel functions for different storms.
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Fig. 18. Observed and predicted storm responsesfor July 1972
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Fig. 19. Observed and predicted storm responsesfor April 1971

storm.

used to predict an unknownstormresponseand, therefore,
cannot be completely validated. If the total volume of a
storm response not used in the derivation of the average
kernel is known, however,it is possibleto predictthe storm
responseby usingthe scaledinput seriesand the average
kernel function. This predictedresponsecan then be compared with the actual storm response.
Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the range of error in the
prediction of storm responsesof Big Springwhen usingan
average kernel function. In these examples an average
kernel was derivedfrom all of the input and output series
except those of the storm used in the prediction. The
identifiedkernelsfor the two caseswere similar.Figure 18is
an example of one of the best storm responsepredictions.
The averagekernel identifiedwithout July 1972storm data
predictedthe storm responsewith about 12% error. Figure
19 presents a poor prediction comparedwith the results of
other storms.In this casethe averagekernel predictedthe
April 1971 storm responsewith about 18% error.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

storm.

and the predictive accuracy of the kernels increases, for
assumptionsand ranges of values that are most physically
reasonable.

4. Until the scalingfactor in the moisturebalanceis better
understood,the identified kernels can be used to predict
only storm responseswith known volumes. Since they
cannot be used to predict previously unknown storm responses, the kernels presently cannot be validated. If the
scaling factor can be better defined, kernel functions for
karst springsmay prove to be a usefultool for predictionof
groundwater flow in karst aquifers.
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In summary, several observationsand conclusionscan be

made about kernel functions for karst springs and the
methodologypresentedhere for the kernel identification:
1. Some of the major difficultiesin identifyingphysically
realistic kernel functionsfor karst springscan be overcome
by using the deconvolutiontechniqueof Neuman and de
Marsily [ 1976].Successfulkernelidentificationalsorequires
estimationof an input series--groundwaterrechargeland
an output series--the spring flow storm responselfrom
measuredprecipitationand springflow data via the use of
informationaboutthe hydrologicsettingof the springs.
2. The derivedkernelssuggesta regularityin the response
of individualspringsto precipitation.Kernel functionsidentified for large karst springs,suchas Big Springor Greer
Spring, from data for different isolated storms are similar in
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